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Keep UptheWork
Cleveland,Ohio

Great job on the magazine! It is
extremely important to keep such
work going. I am with Peacelam, a

non-violent peace organization
based out of Cleveland_ftHilr"tr.

We must begln to expmse

the faseist aharacter mf

what Es hmppeminE tm mur

Owr1 e0Liffitry

€l rorrorate Fascism

- NewYork,NewYork

We recently had an exchange on
the Lrternet among philosophers on
a new book, Made in Texas, by
Michael Lind. We highly recom-
mend it for a deeper understanding
of the nature of the extreme conser-
vatism of the Bush Administration.
We were particularly impressed
with the revelation of the ideologi-
caf political and class line of George
W,, who is very much the leader
rather than one who is being influ-
enced by the corporate cabal. The
combination of Southern slave
owner mentality with corporate
control of government is an ideolog-
ical marriage much more threaten-
ing than had been expressed in a

paper on the fascist-like develop-
ment coming to a head in unsaJ:Ic-

tioned war and the squeeze of civil
rights and liberties - a danger posed
by a "reelection" in 2004.

In the last few day+ new thoughts
have been gushing. Why have
decent-minded Republicans been

leaving the administration like
ambassadors or CIA and FBI leaders,
Senators who switch parties, grouPs
of Republican leaders who express
di-fferences with Bush on domestic
economic policy, as well as taking a

more moderate position on working
with the UN rather than following a

unilateral course towards war with
Iraq; or the incarceration of thou-
sands of Muslims without legal aid
or failure to deliver on commitments
to Mexico to ease relations with
immigrants; or extreme penalties for
minor theft while the Enronizers go
scott free having robbed the workers
and middle dass of their savings?
The drive to war smacks very much
of Germany's Third Reidu even as

Bush sacrifices Blai1, his only major
ally

Someone wrote recently that
there are in fact two superpowers:
the USA and the mass movements
around the world. The mass move-
ments are developing in our own
country. That is the only hope of
maintaining our sanity and democ-
racy. As we join in mass protests,
respecting particular interests
among the groupings that are coa-
lescing, we must begin to expose the
fascist character of what is happen-
ing to our own country. Our manner
should not isolate us but raise this as

a serious questiory making comPar-
isons between a Hitler and a Bush
who were both appointed and hand
picked by the far right in their
respective countries.

It is our hope in bringing this
thought to the mass movement to
reveal the face of the real enemy -
"incipient corporate fascism - and
to sharpen the struggle to end the
war and take back our traditional
democratic rights.

- Sidney j. Gluck

Ef amt!-5*vEetssftt Is an

i rn perietra bf e ba n'rier

tc am effeetive

anti-war ffi*veffient,

then AmerEcam peaee

fCInces esL*Ed he !sr

deep trouh[e.

Criticism of Zinn
ls Too Much
Amherst, M ossachuselts

I found Ken Knies' review of Ter-

rorism and War to be insightful and
thought provoking. At the same

time, I thought some of his criti-
cisms of Howard Zinn were exces-

sive and slightly sectarian.
Knies draws attention to Zttn's

"anti-Sovietism" and argues this
weakens his ability to make cogent
arguments against the war aims of
the US moneyed elite. While it is

important to combat left anti-Com-
munism, if anti-Sovietism is an imP
enetrable barrier to an effective
anti-war movement, American Peace
forces could be in deep trouble.

The overwhelming maioritY of
those involved in anti-war activity
could be considered "anti-Soviet"
on two counts. The first is that they
(correctly) believe that the bureau-
cratic, one party, siege socialism of
the former Soviet Union and East-

ern Europe, does not serve as a use-

ful model for an alternative to
capitalism in the US. The second is
thit they (incorrectly) feel that
nothing of particular value was lost
in the 1989-91 period.

While Zinn does present certain
issues in moral terms, he also draws
a clear connection between capital-
ism and war: "Capitalism feeds

POLITICAL AFFAIRS



upon war and war feeds upon cap-
italism... being based upon profit,
capitalism certainly makes wars
between nations, wars over
resources... inevitable." (p. 97) It
could be argued that the more influ-
ence Zinn exerts within anti-war
ranks, the greater possibility the
peace movement will move in an
openly anti-capitalist direction.

Communists and progressives
should also bear in mind that Zinn
has had many a kind word for Karl
Marx over the decades. Zinn's play,
Marx in Soho, which has been per-
formed across the country, presents
both Marx the man and Marx the
thinker in a very sympathetic light.
The play skillfully and passionately
argues for the relevance of Marx's
ideas to current conditions.

Zinn is not perfect alas none of us
are. He has, howeve{, done more to
popularize both people's history and
radical, including Marxist ideas than
possibly anyone else on the Ameri-
can left. Alice Walker's contention
that the man is a national treasure
was more than mere rhetoric.

Adam Minsky

Marxist lQ Could
Be lmproved
Seottle,Washington

Thanks for your work on PA - it is
looking bettel snappiel, more inter-
esting. Weighing in on the "Marxist
IQ" questioru there are four issues
which I want to comment on.

One, in general, I like having a
feature like this - it is another way of
presenting materiaf it involves some
interaction which is healthy, and it
poses a challenge for the readers,
which is also good.

TWo, changing the name to Marx-
ist Quiz instead of IQ makes sense
and is a simple fix.

Three, changing the scoring to elim-
inate "send to re.education camp" also
make sense and is a simple fix.

AUGUST 2OO3
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Dear
Readers,

fhank you for continuing to : : . :,,,,,, .,,I support Political Affiirs. We are , , . ,'

pleased to be able to provide a qual- I ' , , :

ity magazine for you. lmprovements ', '
inthedesignandcontentofPAhave,,,,,...,.
put us on the road to a larger circula- ', ,

tion. PA is reaching more readers '' ," ' : 
,

through new subscriptions, the internet r , , , '

and the newsstands than it has in many i ,, 
, 

:

years. Yet our growth cannot be sustained ' i. , , i ,,
without your financial support. We are close , . i ,,

need a few contributors to help put us over : , ,

thetop. : , :

PA is unique because we consistently lead the I 1 
,, , ,

fight against Bush and his co-conspirators, who ,,,,;',,';,,-,,,;,';,:,,,;,;,'i:';;,;,;;,,;.!;:;,,:

have hijacked our democracy. In the midst of a l , ,, .. ,

monolithic war-driven corporate media, we pro- : i , : :

vide a sustained critique of the ultra-right's attacks , : ,,

on working America and the world. As long as we , ::'
have your support, we can be the voice of our class ' '

and our people against the racist hysteria and insane '

war dogma of the Bush administration and the extrem- ,;,.;, ,,
ists of the Republican Party.
We are currently working on stories in celebration of Labor I :'

Day for the September/October issue. These will include
analysis of the decline of manufacturin& whictu regardless of ,

what the Bush people believe, remairs the backbone of the
economy. We also plan to bring you important interviews with
labor activists and to focus on the role labor can and will play in
replacing Bush and the right-wing Congress in the 2004 elec-
tions.
Please remember to be generous as you give to PA this year.
Thank you for supporting us, and we look forward to hearing
from you.

In solidarity,
PA Editors
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Four, and more substantive, if there
is a way to shift from a format that so
closely depends on a careful reading
of a specific text to one that makes
more clear and maybe even topical
political points. That would be a sig-
nificant improvement. In other
words, not so much right answers
depending on whether someone just
read that particular passage and how
exactly did Marx or Lenin phrase it in
one specific paragraph, but more
towards what is the meaning of Marx-
ism and how it is relevant to today. I
know this would be a more difficult
job to set up, and requires more
thought rather than just thinking up
altemative multiple choice answers.
But I think it would make the feature
more meaningful and more encour-
aging of Marxist thought as opposed
to more encouraging of reading one
specific text and treating it like a
memorization exercise.

Lastly, I do enjoy the feature and
I do take the tests. Sometimes I
come out with a good score and
sometimes with a,"lt};;";"..0_"

Latino !ssue:
Breakthrough,
but lncomplete
Los An g el es, Califor n i a

I got the magazine today and
read through some of the articles
(PA, April 2003)" I found them
informative and thought provok-
ing. En ensemble they gave me a lot
to think about. It is an historic
event to have a PA issue devoted to
Latino issues.

I have to say I think there is a lot
of room for improvement. Much is
made in the monopoly media of
the Latino market. We should better
indicate the Latino role in production
of value, of dre zuperexploitation and
super-profits along with benefits
and working condition differentials.
The latest data possible is needed.
From this would follow the impor-
tance of Latinos to and in the labor
movement including in leadership
where breakthroughs are being
made but more is needed.

I would like to make a construc-
tive criticism of the ]os6 Soler article
on Latinos in the labor movement.
Reading the paragraph that "with-
in the ranks of labor Latinos have
not progressed much" and that

many Latinos who were "elevated"
to leading positions "were Promot-
ed notbecause they were leaders of
struggles, but because they rePre-
sented no threat to the status quo"
was a shock to me.. I'm sure it will
go over even worse with LCLAA.

A related point about Soler's
article is the limited treatment of
the historical struggles to over-
come racism and national chauvin-
ism in the labor movement, and
the role of the left and progressives
in winning the labor movement to

Latino workers have their own life
and relevance. When we too easilY

go over from Mexican American,
Puerto Rican and other Latino
groups to Latinos much canbe lost of
the historical landmarks, alliances,
breakthroughs that underpin the
high"r level of struggle today.

I do want to mention that I agree
with Art Perlo about the IQ thing;
if s like trivial pursui! there is some-
thing demeaning patronizing anti-
workeq, anti-practice about it'

Comradely,
- Rosalio Mufroz

O LITTLffiU

Shareit yv,th PA reoders in a boot review, ",
m E$ 235 W 23rd St,NewYorhNY 1001 1

or pabooks@political affairs.net.

Wwrttetofind outwhat boakswe have received.
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commentory

Of Dixie Chieks and Chickenhawks

[,et's get a couple of things straight burn-
i*i$i,:llooks and sheet music, and banning
musicians and other artistD is the sort of
thing fascists enjoyed doing in Nazi Ger-
many. Burning cd's, running them over
with tractors, or encouraging drildren to
stomp them into little pieces is not much
different. Today, right-wing politicians get-
ting mileage by bashing the country music
trio the Dixie Chicks is not much different
in kind from what the fascists in Germany
and Italy did. That is the basic truth.

I've never been a fan of the Dixie
Chicks, but I've always supported people
courageous enough to stand for peace -
even in saying that one is ashamed of the
president. In this case, being ashamed of
an almost elected, bumbling, lying,
super-privileged, sexist, racist funda-
mentalist, with pretensions to global
domination, is no crime. It's only human.

Those who have attacked the Dixie
Chicks are part of the crowd that prefers
uniformity to plurality. They want to
erase all difference to preserve the faEade
of religious and racial purity and the real-
ity of the overwhelming power of the
rich. They don't like to be confronted with
the brutality of the deeds they support.

They burn crosses and wield batons
and pepper spray against civilians. They
would fire 41 shots into an innocent in a
heartbeat. They steal pensions to line
their pockets. They destroy thousands of
lives in distant countries for black gold.
They'll secretly fund a thug like Saddam
Hussein and then later send someone
else's children to try to kill him. They poi-
son your wate4, the air and your food to
fatten the bottom line.

They'll kill an innocent person "legal-
ly" to get re-elected. They'll get off scot-
free on a DUI charge or cocaine abuse
(because of their race and riches), but
they'II demand that the poor and people
of color get locked up for life.

They'll give you the finger for saying,
"Stop bombing innocents over there," but
laugh as another thug bombs a woman's
health clinic. They also think it's funny to

use phrases like, "Nuke 'em all," or "It's
wat, civilians are bound to get killed," or
"prt a single bullet in his head."

They are the ones whq when asked if
they plan to join the service to fight for their
country, say, "Ihave a cyst on my butt," or
"[ prefer making mi]lions in the corporate
world," or "Don't they already have
enough poor people doing that?" They'd
turn in their family and friends to the
authorities for having different opinions.

They are afraid when "those" people
move into the neighborhood. They say
that white people shouldn't have to com-
pete against people of color (in a culture
of competition) for jobs, government con-
tracts and university admissions. "Those
jobs, contracts and admissions slots
belong to us!" they say.

They try to destroy unions by pitting
Black and Brown against white, Ameri-
cans against anyone else. They are the
ones who move jobs overseas and pres-
sure economically strangled govern-
ments to stop unions from organizing
with lethal force, They sit idly by as their
employees kill working-class leaders -
"|ust for the Thste of It."

They are the ones who say the sick and
the poor and the unemployed are to
blame. "Let's give more tax cuts to the
rich." They are the ones who demand bil-
lions for armaments and nothing for more
fair housing for education, for health care,
for jobs, for dean air, for simple justice.

There's a lot of talk about traitors and
the enemies of the American people. If
the choice is between the Dixie Chicks
and the Chickenhawks, thinking people
will take a closer look.

From their recent album, Home, the
Dixie Chicks sing:

I believe in love

Love that's reol, love that's strong
Love that lives on and on

Yes I believe in love

Not heasonous. Not heroic. just human. I
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u a,n on
Michael Franti and Spearhead have become
a musical and political force

By Roberto Jones
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the Left Co&st
"You can bomb the world to pieces, but you can't bomb it into peace."

L hip-hop artist and political activist
Franti (of Spearhead) recently put out anp Franti (of Spearhead) recently put out an

ar single titled "Bomb Da World." ln this
song, Franti calls on the people to rise up against
the insanity of Bush's perpefual war. "Power to
the peaceful people," he intones. The song is an
excellent example of both the beauty and the social
and humanistic significance of his music.

Franti has worked closely with many political
projects including the prison reform organization
Critical Resistance (led by Angela Davis), the
defense of political prisoner Mumia Abu-]amal
and the Music Bridges project in Cuba, which
brings American musicians to Cuba to build inter-
national friendship. Franti speaks out frequently
on the need to create jobs, education and health
care, not more prisons. He stands against racism
and national chauvinism. He consistently links
these issues with war and violent US foreign poli-
cy. He calls for the unity of America's peoples and
working class to unite against oppression and for
peace and equality.

Along with his band Spearhead, Franti released
his critically acclaimed album, Stay Human (Six
Degrees records) in 2001. This album uniquely
blends hip-hop, jazz, R&8, with reggae and
smooth soulful sounds reminiscent of the early
1970s music scene. The political and social subjects
of many of these songs draw the listener into
another time - but not the past. It is a post-waq,
post-oppression future of peace and justice. This
particular album, distinct from the previous
Spearhead releases, combines dramatic scenarios
(represented as brief radio segments) with the
music to create a multi-dimensional reality for the
listener. It enlists the listener in an active partici-
pation in the democratic movements and in the
musical movements of the album. This album
inspires and cultivates what is best about human-
ity as the most basic of forces against the anti-
humanism of wars and warmongers.

On the racist violence and the injustices of the
criminal justice system:

Roberta Jones is a contributor to PA.

Oh-my,oh-my God,

Out here mama they got us livin'genocide
(oh My God)

On one of the meanings of voice and musical
expression:

I speak low but l'm like a lion rooring

Baritone like a Robeson recordin'

l'm givin' thanks for bein' human every morning...
(Stay Human)

On the current times:

We livin'in a mean time ond an aggressive time
A painful time, o time where cynicism rots the vine. . .

(Rockthe Nation)

Spearhead's musical and poetic talents and
social message have gotten them a lot of attention
from tens of thousands of fans around the country.
But that's not all who are interested. Recently gov-
ernment agents harassed a relative of one of the
band members, trying to discern the level of the
threat to Bush's war drive Spearhead posed. This
particular incident, along with other attacks on the
rights of poets, musicians, artists and actors to
speak out against an illegal and ururecessary war
has many Americans questioning the state of
democracy - a major irony, given the Bush admin-
istration's claim to be fighting in Iraq for democra-
cy and freedom.

Franti's latest album, an acoustic recording,
Songs from the Porch, can be purchased, along with
the other recordings, on the Michael Franti and
Spearhead website (rrww.spearheadoibrations.com).
Franti has also been featured on various albums
and collections of songs, including Gnscd (2002
Ram Recordings). All of these beautiful recordings
are a must buy. (Editor's Note: An interaiew with
Michnel Eranti will appenr in the next issue of PA.) I
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By Ken Knies

fhe.: gush administration has declared war on evil.

Qidma Bin Laderu Al Qaeda, Saddam Hussein, North
Ko{iea, Iran anci Iraq: all are nterely agents of that ultimate
demonic power against which we are forever readying
our weapons. Bush has been quite explicit about this. In
his first State of the Urrion address, we learned that evil
had becorne a formidable worid-historical force. No
longer was the United States pestered by the mischievous
criminality of "rogue states." Things had become far
more grave. The ner,v millennium had spawned a devil-
ish alliance intent upon destroying everything good,
God-fearing and American. A decade after the collapse of
the USSR (Reagan's "Evil Empire"), evil was back on the
agenda as America's enemy ntrmher one.

In the wake of 9111, this for:us on evil excused tht:
government from the difficult work of historical expla-
nation. That jetliners plowed into the two tallest sym-
bols of international finance, vaporizing, burning and
crushing thousands inside was not an historical event
whose meaning could be deciphered through a reason-
able appraisal of the past. hJo one was to question the
motives of the hijar:kcrs, nor the geo-political context,
nor the long eaga of alliance and betrayal underlying
the atrocities. No one was to question because the
answer was easy: the:re "folks" were evil. The appeal to
malevolence acted like a roadblock against critical
thought. One does not stare evil in the face in order to
understand it. One merely hopes to defeat it, and, if
possible, survive.

The Exorcist (1973), a brilliant cinematir: depiction oI
evil, illustrates this idea quite well. fiather Merrin, an

experienced exorcist, warlls his pupif Father Karras,
that he must not allow hirnself to listen to the words of
the demon that has possessed a young girl. He explains
that it "only speaks in order to deceive." Father Merrin's
point is that evil does not speak a language that aims at

communicating something meaningful. And if one
makes the mistake of approaching evil with the hope

nt, he is likely to fall

,Y;,:'';;"i,Til ,i:
rd psychoanalysis,

begins to analyze thc nature of the'evil spirit explaining
to Merrin that it exhibits "three distinct personalities."
Father Merrin interrupts his student, quickly correcting
him: "there is only one." Again, the effort to analyze evil,
far from bringing us Lo a deeper understanding of its
nalure or charactel seems to betray a misunderstanding
of its very evilness, whicfu by definition, is simple, pure
and unadulterated.

So it was that the attempt to make setrse rlf the attacks
hem" Evil has no
rothing about the
head. It does not

result from some worldly cause that brings it about nor
does it emerge as the outgrowth of events that precede

it. Instead, evil enters the world as inexplicable excess,

something that rises from the depths, oq, as the case may
be, sw<Nrps down ot-tt of the sky" Tb ask about the "*hy"
of the attacks was to supPosc that thcy, in ;l broad sense,

"deserved" to happen, ilrat they were perfectly reason-

able within the logical unfolding of an unreasonable his-

Credit: Department of Defense

10

Ken Knies is a rcntributinq editor rsf PA..
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tory. 'l'o try to make sense of what hird happened, to let
the events speak tr-r urs in the languaee of hiitory, would
be like listening to a demon that we were tryilrg [o exor-
cise. Why ask about the difference between Osama Bin
Laden and Yasser Ara{a! or about the histories specific
to Iracl [ran and North Korea? There may be three
prongs to the "Axis of Evil," bu| as Father Merrim
reminds us, there is only one enemy, and we should not
be seduced by our dersire to understand it. So Bush and
the corporate media didn't bother the American people
nith unnecessary attempts at analysis. To bless these
events with historical intelligibility would be to deny
their statrrs as evil-incamate, and to elerry the presence of
evil once it has become manifest is already to {all under
its sway. 'Ihus, intelligence clLrickly became ecluated with
sacrilege, which macle Bush something of a lrlgh priest,

Sensing that the etril mongerirrg of pro-war torr:es was
designed as an ideological ploy to disarm historical
understanding, commentators on the Left struggled to
encourage a spirit of ratiorulity. Ciritical thinking set
abotrt rlernonstrating thal it was in the'face of l-ristory, not
evil, that we r:xperienced terrr.rr. 'fhe attack of Sr:ptember
1lth was a mere evellt, a horrific one to be sure, but no
different in its esseLrce than any other occurre'nce. We
corrlcl urrclerstand its sig;nific,ance lry askirrg, irhrLrt the
u,orld in rvtrich it tocrk Fla*', arlcl roul4 ;,rr,,', sound
judgments on the basis o[ emerging evidence. l,,iken ise,
critics trenchantly insisted that Bush's war'!\,as no holy
crusade against some underworldly enemy. It too drew
its motivatiotr from material inletrests, anrl ropresented a

AUGUST 2OO3

Credit: Department of Justice

The Bush administration r;ses the label"evil"
to describe who it says are America's enemies.
ls there a Marxist perspective on identifying
the "evil", enemies of the working class?

conflict between mundane, rather than supematural,
powers. In an increasingly totalitarian environmen! the
task of the critic was to construe the 9 i 11 attacks. and the
subsequent mobilization for war, as things that one was
permitted to questiory interrogate and understand.

There is little question ttrat anti-war intellectuals were
correct in adopting this position. trn doing so, they pre-
pared the groundwork for a reasoned investigation into
the meaning and context of events that people were right
to characterize as "shocking," no matter how easily ret-
rospection determined thern as having been secretly pre-
pared. Undoing Bush's appeal to evil set the stage for an
anti-war movement ready to call the government to
account for undertaking a dangerous, costly war waged
in the interests of a handful of lxrsinessmen and govem-
ment officials. Combating the effort to sanctifu Bush's
war-without-end, the left encouraged people to see that
it was no holy thing to which one should sacrifice one's
job, civil liberties and even life.

But was all this talk of evil really just a lot of hot air, a
way of diverting attention aw,ay from the "real" forces
involved in the situation? Did those who identified with
Bush's characterization of Osama Bin Laden as evil fall
prey to a "misunderstanding" that critical reflection
should aim to disabuse? In short, is "evil" a meaningless,
empty concept? Oq, on the other hand, does the current
political environment, shot thror,rgh rvith icleoiogical
appeals to evil, necessitatr' a gr,rnuine crr6lies,inent with
the problem of evif one tlrat goes bcyolci ils offfrancl dis-
missal as an unscientific, theological mystification? Does



our stance on evil, or the manner in
which we define it, bear upon the
reasons we oppose Bush"s war? Can
the Left simply concur with the lib-
eral intelligentsia's refusal to believe
in evil which stems from a secular
rationalism and ends in an anti-war
position premised upon pacifism? If
not, then how can we articulate a

revolutionary, nontheological, con-
ception of evil, and how would such
a conception affect our understand-
ing of the present? How c:ln we
make the reference to " evil"
enhance, rather than short-circuit,
understanding?

Before posing these questions
more sharply, I want to sound five
notes of caution, the first three hav-
ing to do with the meaning and
scope of our inquiry, the second two
concerning its relation to Marxist
theory. First, the line of thinking I
have been advancing argues that contemporary events
have forced the question of evil upon us as a question
worth asking. So the immediate aim here is not to
answer the question "What is evil?" but to let us ask it
in a way that does not presume that we already have all
the answers. Second, neither is the aim to answer the
question "Who is evil?" whether it be Bush, Bin Laden,
Sharory etc., since this questiory too, depends upon
whether it is legitimate to ask about evil at all. Third,
asking our question means more than asking whether
it is a good idea to "use the language of evil" by turn-
ing it against Bush and his war machine, against impe-
rialism, against exploitation or against capitalism
generally. This is certainly an important question, and
such a reversal may indeed be a good idea. But we can-
not be clear about what the language of evil means
without first deciding whether it is empty or full,
whether it refers to something evidenced by experi-
ence, or rather to a mere ideological myth.

Fourth, we should make an honest effort not to
assume that Marxism has aheady told us everything we
need to know about "opiates" such as evil. C)r, to put it
differently, we should recall that Marx said much more
about religious conceptions besides calling them opiates

[see box, p. 13]. Marx vigilantly opposed all use of the-
ology that would explain the condition of society by
appeal to supernatural beings. But he also recognized
that the experiences that give rise to these theological
conceptions are more than simple illusions, and repre-
sent a genuine encounter with an actually inverted
world, So it is well within the realm of Marxist under-
standing, for instance, to conceive a mundane theory of

mined'by the relations and forces of production. If we
decide that the decision of Bin Laden to carry out the
9/11 attacks or the decision of Bush to bomb Iraq can
appropriately be characterized as evil this does not dis-
turb an analysis of these events that situates them in
their politico-economic and historical context. hr fact, it
enhances these analyses by telling us just what it is that
they place in context.

Neither should we suppose that questions about such
topics are politically irrelevant. Historical events often
create situitions in whic-h our interpretation of these

ation. Indeed, one senses a failure to tackle the issue on
the part of liberal intellectuals, who cite Bush's reference

to evil as obvious evidence of his stupidity. They make
the assumption that evil can be reduced to a force that
only appears within a mythological worldview forget-
ting that it is not necessary to believe in ghouls, goblins
or anything supernatural in order to shudder before evil
as it appears in the face of the world.

Having taken these precautions, we are in a position
to begin asking about the encounter with evil as a

legitimate experience and how Marxist understanding
might approach this experience without dismissing it
as illusion. The actual work of this questioning entails
a concerted intellectual effort that cannot be carried
out here. For now, we can only establish some general
guidelines and suggest directions for future inquiry.
First, we will need to accept certain conditions without

evil while simultaneously rejecting
the idea of the Satanic. After all, The

Exorcist is a poignant treatment of
evil, not so much because of its focus
on the demonic, but because it
depicts everyday scenes in an eerie
tight that shows us evil as a mun-
dane power that permeates the
impoverished neighborhoods of
Washington, DC as well as the
insipid social lives of its wealthy
suburbanites.

Finally, here as in all cases, we
should resist the notion that focusing
on the meaning of evil or art or love
or death somehow "threatens" the
validity and priority of dialectical
and historical materialism. Asking
about the emotional, expressive,
moral or poetic aspects of life does
not mean denying that life is led by
men and women whose material
conditions of existence are deter-
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which the concept of mundane evil would be impossible.
For instance, we would need to agree that itthough
human beings exist in a natural world governed by a net-
work of causes and effectg we always face the possibili-
ty,of accounting for our actions by appeal to reasons
rather than causes. Think of the absurdity of answering
the question "Why did you hit me?" by referencing ttre
laws of thermodynamics or physiology. We would also
have to admit that occasionally it makes sense to answer
the question "Why did you do that?" simply by saying,
"Because it was right." In other words, we would have to
agree that the possibility of acting morally means some-
thing to human beings.

Once we have agreed to these conditiong then we would
have to darify a working definition of evil as involving the
decision to do something not because it is righg but precise-
ly because it is wrong. TherU in addition to pursuing the tra-
ditional questions associated with evil (can one knowingly
do evil?) we would have to ask some questions motivated by

\Iauist knowledge all the while remembering that asking
them does not contradict Marx's insistence that the matter of
rcvolution is not primarily a moral problem. For instance,
given that people find themselves in positiors where they are
expected to maintain exploitative or oppressive social rela-
tions, can the notion of evil help us understand why some
individuals choose to exacerbate these relations while others
simply assurne their role in a somewhat passive marurer?
Given undemocratic and unjust social contexts, it nonetheless
remains the case that in our everyday experience we
encounter excesses of cruelty. What are we to make of them?
Or consider the question of whether evil can come to reside
in social structures rather than in individuals, and whether
such "stmchrral evil" exempts individuals from resporsibiJi-
ty. Do certain social arrangements encourage evildoings? Is
the reign of evil synonl,nnous with thatera tliat Marx referred
to as "pre.histo$'? These are only a few of the questions that
we can ask along these lines.

W.E.B. Du Bois, after his wholehearted embrace of
Marxism-Leninism, Communism and the CPUSA,
penned the following words near the conclusion of his
1961 autobiography. These are some of the last words
that Du Bois left us. In them we can see how the every-
day experience of life under capitalism can lead to an
understanding of evil that approaches its subject matter
via a route other than theology.

Hell lies about us in our age: blithely we push into its stench
and flame. Suffer us not, Etemal Dead, to stew in this Evil-
the Evil of South Afric4 the Evil of Mississippi; the Evil of
Evfu which is what we hope to hold inAsia and Africa... For
this is a beautiful world; this is a beautiful Americ4 which
the founding fathers dreamed until their sons droramed it in
the blood of slavery and devoured it in greed.

Perhaps he was being more than metaphorical. E
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to the words that directly
precede Marx s famous slogan

"Man makes religiory religion

does not make man... Man is
the world of man state and

society. This state and this soci-

ety produce religion, which is

an inverted consciousness of
the world because they are an

inverted world. Religion is the

general theory of this world, iffi

enq/clopedic com

enthusiasm, its moral sanc-

tion... It is the fantastic realiza-

tion of the humarr essence

since the human essence has

not acquired any true reality.

The struggle against religion is

therefore indirectly the struggle

against that world whose spir-

itual aroma is religion, Religious

suffering is at one and the same

time the expression of real

suffering and a protest against

real suffering. Religion is the

sigh of the oppressed creature,

the heart of a heartless world

and the soul of soulless

conditions" It is the opium

of the people""

fuom Contribution to the Critique af
Hegel's Philosoplty af Right,1844
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By MichaelShepler

written by Polonsky, and he directed the second, darker film as well. Abra-

ham Polonsky was a filmmaker and novelist whose work consistently cri-

tiqued the violence and corruption of capitalism.

:
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Life of

Made soon after World War tr by
the independent Enterprise Studios,
the films hearkened back to the
Depression. Both are rich in imagery
and language. Body and Soul follows
the career of middleweight boxer
Charlie Davis. Attempting to slug
his way out of the slums, he finds
himself turned into a money
madrine by the gamblers controlling
the fight game.

Force of Eail charts the course of
mob lawyer )oe Morse as he tries to
force his older brother into the cor-
poration controlling the numbers
racket. Polonsky's Marxist critique
was organic to the film's structure,
making this the most truly radical
film to come out of Hollywood. The
haunting final sequence, shot at
dawn, shows foe descending an end-
less staircase to find his brother's
body on the rocks below the span of

the George Washington Bridge.
As a middle-class teenager

growing up in the post-war boom
years, I had no idea who had made
these amazing films and no clear pic-
ture of the Great Depression. All I
saw was Garfield. After that, I
looked for anything he appeared in,
and while some of the other films
were good, it was the two by Polon-
sky that made the deepest impres-
sion. Lateq, I would read William
Pechter's interview with Polonsky in
F ilm Quartuly andbeg;nto know the
man behind the movies. Later still, I
would meet him and have the privi-
lege of becoming his friend.

Polonsky was born in New
York City in 1910. He attended the
City College of New York (CCNY)
and later taught literature there
until the Second World War. He also
worked his way through Columbia

University law school. BrieflY
employed with a law firm, he found
the work unexciting and was huPPY

to meet Molly Goldberg, the author
and star of the long-running radio
show,The Goldbergs. She was hoPing
to find someone who could helP her
with a story that involved legal mat-
ters. Goldberg was so imPressed
with the young attorney that in 7937

she asked him to accompany her to
Hollywood to help her write a film
for the popular boy-singeq, BobbY

Breen. Some of Polonsky's CCNY
friends were there working in the
film industry and involved in the
causes of the day - helping to build
the union movement, anti-fascism
and support for Republican SPain.

On his return to the East Coast,

he and his wife Sylvia moved to
upstate New York. At this time he

was writing for a number of radio
shows and commuting to New York
City to teac-h at CCNY. He became
involved in efforts to organize
autoworkers at a GM plant near his
home in Briarcliff, aud in 1939 he

began working as educational direc-
tor of the CIO in upstate New York.

It was during this period that he

wrote his first novel, The Discoaerers.

Michoelshepler is a poet living in California.
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Peopled with a disparate cast of rad-
icals, frustrated intellectuals and
bohemians, the book was announced
for publication by Modem Age but
the publisher went out of buiiness.
Considered by many who've read it
to be his best book, it remains
unpublished.

Two books followed Thc Goose ls
by Simon
ny Sea, arr
serialized

novel, whidr he dedicated to the
National Maritime Union. Enemy Sea

caught the attention of Paramou r.-t Pic-
tures, and they offered Polonsky a
scleenwriting contract.

By this time America was in the
war. Ttrmed down for active seryice
because of poor eyesigh! he managed
to get into the OSS which, at the time,
welcomed radicals into its ranks.

signed a

t guaran-

Polonsky's fust assignment was
in London where he was put to work
interrogating high level German offi-
cers who'd been taken prisoner (he
chatted with Rudolf Heis about the
future of computers!) and working

in what was called Black Radio,
broadcasting false information into
Germany. Later he was part of the
Normandy invasion and spent the
concluding year of the war with
French partisans. He left the OSS
(soon to be transformed into the
CIA) when he was asked to take part
in an operation designed to prop up
the corrupt regime and derail the
coming revolution in China. He
moved his family (there were now
three children) to Holly.wood and
went to work at Paramount.

He got an official scneen credit as
co-author on Golden Earrings. Polon-
sky's draft was a depiction of Hun-
garianJews as Holocaust victimg but
by the time it reached the screen it
was transformed into a fanciful tale
involving a British lrtelligence opera-
tor and his love affair with beautiful

Wpsy. Polonsky claimed that despite
the credit, not one word he'd written
made it to the screen.

He was happier writing for the
radio program, Reunion USA, spon-
sored by Hollywood Writer's Mobi-
lization and broadcast over ABC in
Los Angeles throughout 1945.

One of his scripts, The Case of
Daoid Smith dealt with an officer
who had fought with native parti-
sans in the South Pacific and had suf-
fered a complete mental breakdown

on his return from the war. During
the course of his analysig his doctoi
realizes Smith's breakdown was not
related to combat but to the betrayal
that followed. Smith had told the
partisans that r.r,inning the war
would also bring an end to colonial-
ist oppression. Seeing his promise
broken with reinstitutionalization of
the colonialist regime had been the
true cause of Smith's breakdown.

Unhappy at Paramoun! Polon-
sky had a visit from an East-Coast
friend, Amold Manoff. Manoff, who
had been working on a script about
middleweight champ Barney Ross
for John Garfield at Enterprise Stu-
dios, had just learned that Ross had
been arrested on narcotics charges
(he'd become addicted as a result of
painful war wounds). Narcotics
addiction was still a movie taboo
and Manoff found himself out of a
job. He suggested that he and Polon-
sky walk over to Enterprise and talk
to Garfield. Polonsky composed the
story of Body and Soul on the two-
block walk from Paramount to
Enterprise, and that afternoon he
found himself on loan from his stu-
dio to write the script.

Body and Sozl turned out to be the
only hit Enterprise ever had. Both a
financial and critical success, it eamed
Garfield a Best Actor nomination and
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cleared the way for Polonsky's com-
plete artistic control on Force of Eail.
Unfortunately, the studio took enor-
mous losses on what was to be their
blockbusteq, Arch of Triumph, forcing
them to sell distributing rights to
MGM. Because of their losses, MGM
released Polonsky's film with little
publicity, and it was years before it
would be recognized for the great
work that it is.

Polonsky then wrote a screen-
play for Fox based on ]erome Weid-
man's I Can Get lt for You lMolesale.
The 1937 novel about the garment
industry was riddled with anti-
union and anti-Semitic passages.
Changing the protagonist from
Harry to Harriet and adding a major
characteq, a |ewish tailoq, to serve as

conscience and narratoq, Polonsky
was able to deliver a progressive film
with something to say about equal
rights for women. Polonsky then
moved his family to France and
worked on a new novel, The Woild
Aboae. He also hoped to write and
direct a film version of Thomas
Mann's parable about the rise of fas-
cism, Mario and the Magician.

There were growing rumors of a
second round of HUAC hearings.
Stars like ]ohn Garfield felt their
careers threatened and saw offers
vanish. Yet Darryl Zanuck had been
pleased with Polonsky's work on
lNholesale and offered him an oppor-
tunity to write and direct for Fox.
Fully expecting a subpoena and wel-
coming an opportunity to stand up
to HUAC, Polonsky accepted and
retumed to Hollywood. Called to
testify in April 1951, he refused to
cooperate and was blacklisted. Dur-
ing the course of his testimony Con-
gressman Velde demanded the
names of Polonsky's associates in the
OSS. At that point an unidentified
man (presumably CIA) appeared at
Velde's side and after a brief whis-

pered conversatiory the line of ques-
tioning was dropped. The thwarted
interrogator then accused Polonsky
of being "the most dangerous man in
America." "OnIy to yourself," his
wife retorted on his retum home.

TheWorld Abooe was published to
generally good reviews. The novel's
protagonis! a scientist/psychologist
who, after dedicating his life to pure
science and avoiding social engage-
ment, concludes that the injustices of
capitalist society represent a major
contributor to mental illness, and that
the sickness of the society must be
eradicated. Brrcught before a commit-
tee that mfurored HUAC and asked to
rccant, the scientist refuses.

His next novef A Season of Eear,

published in 1955 by Cameron and
Associates, portrayed the witch-hunt
through the eyes of an engineer for
the Department of Water and Power
in Southern California. This neglect-
ed work, a classic in the tradition of
Raymond Chandler and Horace
McCoy, brilliantly captured the ter-
ror of the McCarthy era.

By then Polonsky had moved his
family back to New York where, writ-
ing under the disguise of various
"fronts" and in collaboration with fel-
Iow blacklistees Walter Bemstein and
Amold Manoff, he wrote for the hit
television series Yoz Are There. From
L953 to 1955, when the show moved
to the West Coast, he wrote scripts
championing free thought and
speech, grassroots democracy and
justifiable revolution. He also worked
uncredited on a number of films, the
most famous being Odds Against
Tunorrun (7959), one of the last and
best of the classic film noirs, starring
Harry Belafonte.

As the 1960s drew to a close,
Polonsky made his way back into
movies under his own name. First
he wrote the screenplay for Madigan
(1968) and then scripted and direct-

edTell ThemWillie Boy is Here (7959),

a Westem with things to say about
the treatment of American Indians
and, obliquely, anti-war and youth
movements. He completed one more
fi7m, Romance of a Horsethief (1970),

before a heart attack ended his direc-
torial career. The fiIm was a sunny
parable involving jews, Cossacks
and the Russo-]apanese waq ending
happily with boy and girl escaPing
to the new world.

Continuing to work as a highly
paid script doctoq, he began teaching
igain at the University of Southern
California. He was a frequent lectur-
er on panels about the blacklist. Both
Garfield films, now recognized as

classics, were screened and intro-
duced by Polorsky at film festivals
all over the world. Critical editions
of his scripts were published.

He published one more novel,
Zenia's Way (1980), and directed a
production of his play Piece de Resis-

tance in Los Angeles in 1981. He was
working on another novel at the time
of his death n1999. TheWorld Aboae

was reissued:-r:.1999 by the Univer-
sity of Illinois Press as part of its
"Radical Novel Revisited" series.
One would hope for a second print-
ing of A Season of Fear and that Per-
hapsThe Discoauers might finally be
made available to readers.

Polonsky's gift was his passion.
He mayhave preferred tobe remem-
bered as a novelis! and his books are

vivid and unforgettable, yet it is the
always restless, ever stirring cine-
matic images that flash forever
through our waking and sleeping
dreams: Charley Davis coming back
in the final round like Blake's Tyg"t,
hitting out at the system that
betrayed him; Joe Morse, having lost
everything, going "down and down
and down...to the bottom of the
world" to find his brother and
regeneration. I
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Editor's Note: Russell Banks is the widely acclaimed author of over a dozen novels and collections of short stories, includi ng Affliction,The
Sweet Hereofter, Continental Drift, Rule of the Bone, and Success Stories. He helped organize a chapter of Students for a Democratic Soci-
ety at the University of North Carolina in the 1960s. He recently retired from teaching creative writing at princeton University, Two of his
novels, Affliction and The Sweet Hereafter, have been made into acclaimed films. A thid, Cloudsptitter, is in the works with HBO. Banks
was interviewed by Joel Wendland.
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PA:How did you getintowriting?

paintel since that was the only talent I had that

PA: I read thot you returned from a trip to Cuba. l,m wondering
if you'd talk a little bit about that, why you were there, what
you were doing.

RB: I went with William Kennedy at the invitation of the
Havana Book Fair. The occasion was that both Bill and I
had allowed the Cubans to publish a novel of ours:
Roscoe, his most recent novel, ind Affliction by mysel_f.
I was eager and happy, and so was he, to have them
do that partly because, even though we'll never see

the embargo is up, it
very large audience.
another culfure, espe-
demonized? So that's

what took us there. And we had a fabulous time. We
were there for eight day+ and the book fair itself

PA: Do you think it means that there's more openness betvveen
Cuba ond the United States?

RB: Well, there's no problem at the Cuban end. I mean
they are eager for any kind of contac! cultural or eco-

senting since 9/11 particu-
larly, bu especially, the INS,
security more dfficult for

Forum, which I'm involved with. The difficul-
ties are at the US end more than it has been
in the pas! despite the fact that the
Cubans are really very eager for contact
and despite the increase in communica-
tion between writers, intellectuals and
artists in the United States and their col-
Ieagues in Cuba.

was just an extraordina$r event. We were the
only US authors. It was a fabulous event.
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"l have a problem with representations of working people as a

sentimentalization, a softening and sweetening of their lives, or as strictly victims." lB

il

PA: You mention that they're re-publishing Affliction. That book
was made into a pretty successful, ot least criticolly, film.

RB: Actually made some money, too [laughs].

PA: Two of your books have been made into films. How close

were you to the filmmoking process? And were you pleased

with the result?

RB: I was very pleased with the result in both cases, even
though the films were quite different. The Suteet Hereafter

and Afflictior? are very different, but they reflect the dif-
ferences of the directors. Paul Schrader did AffIiction,
and Atom Egoyan didThe Sweet Herenfier.But I thought
they captured brilliantly the basic themeq the atmos-
phere, mood of the novels, and were, in there ov,n right
and on their or,vn terms, really good and interesting
movies regardless of whatever sources they had. I felt
great about it and I was very involved as a consultant
from the beginning in both cases. So I got drawn into it,
and now I am very involved in the making of several
other adaptations from my books and screenwriting and
working with FIBO to produce Cloudsplitter. I'm up to
my knees at least and probably up to my hips and the
water may be rising.

We're making Cloudsplitter wlth FtrBO. Scorsese is
producing it, and Raoul Peck, the Haitian French direc-
toq, whose last film wasLumumba, is directing.

PA: Speaking of Cloudsplitter, there ore o couple of foscinating

thingsthat stand outfor me.ltaddressesthe peruasiveness of vio-

lence, the relationship betvveen an apparently loving fother and
sonwhereviolence determinesso much of how their relationship

works. And that seems to be a theme that you focus on in a lot.

RB: Well the relationship between fathers and sons has
always fascinated me. I've been both [aughs], a father
and a son, for all my life" So they're central identities.
They're ancient archetypes really. And in my own per-
sonal life it's been a central drama as well. My father was
a very important fig** to me - both threatening and
someone who I felt close to. I know it grows out of my
rrelation tcr my own father. furd then ft1y otvn reflective

years thinkilrg as well. I have
iour daughteri oid that theme.

It's not just iblical as well'
That too is personal. My father was a violent man and
an alcoholic, and the book grows out of that as well.
As someone once said, violence is as American as

apple pie. It pervades our society in so many ways -
retitions between men and women, parents and chil-
dren and neighbors. If you are writing about the world
that surrounds you, you're going to end up writing
about violence.

PA: Anotherviolent character is Wade Whitehouse in Affliction.

t like him, and ldespise him.lwant him to succeed, but lknow
thot he seems like a bad person. I don't want to be his friend, but
I want him to uncoverthose secrets he's encountering.

RB: He's struggling. I think he is a sympathetic character
and rnost people [sympathize with him] when they read
it. In fact, most women do. When the book was first pub-
lished, I didn't expect it to be able to touch women very
much, but, in fac! my best readers have been women.
Whenever I do a book signing or a tour more often than
nof women come up
sign and say they are
father or son. They fe
manwho's struggling

burden that's passed down from
and the role seems inescapable to

t he is struggling to be a decent and
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good man. I think Wade is that kind of man. For that rea-
soru we sympathize with him. And yet he fails. He's
doomed. I mean he's not a conscious man. He isn't con-
sciously aware of the forces that are beating down on
him; they're like Greek gods standing behind the clouds
watching him.

PA: Related to that is the question of a white working-class
character in similar kinds of positions as Wade. These char-
acters have ideas about how they are going to get ahead,
how they are going to succeed.l'm thinking of a particular
story in your collection called Success Stories, called "Adul-

tery." There is a young man who imagines a relationship
between his sexuality, his telibacy, his white racial identity,
his working-class stotus and his ability to get ahead. Those

are some themes that seem to be on the edges of just about
everything you work on.

RB: The old American dream as it's perceived by, not
an immigrant clasq but by the old white Anglo-Saxon
working stiff. And then the feeling of frustration and
disappointment and inadequacy finally in the face of it.
It's a recurring theme in that story and in Success Stories.

The title story of Success Stories is about that dream, too.
The whole of Continental Drift really is about that, at
least the story of the protagonist Bob Du Bois is about
that American dream, and attempting, and failing, to
achieve it.

It's a bitter theme for me. One that I lived with grow-
ing rp and saw i^ -y father's life and the lives of my
uncles and cousins and so many of the men whose lives
I knew intimately. So it was irresistible to try to drama-
tize it, because I feel a heart-breaking sympathy for those
men and their dreams and their frustrations..

PA: And perhaps some of the reasonsforthe kinds of violence...

RB: Oh yeah, the frustration and disappointment and
feelings of inadequacy often do end up getting
expressed in violence. Certainly in Cloudsplitter,lo}n
Brown's struggle is an example. It was boom time, he
looked around and everybody else was making money
on speculation real estate, and trading on the market,
and somehow he couldn't seem to do it [aughs].

PA: You've expressed in other interuiews a criticism of represen-

tations of working-class life in popular culture.

RB: I have a problem with representations of working
people as either sentimentalizatiort, softening and
sweetening of their lives, or as strictly victims, as Peo-
ple whose lives are not as complex or as subtle or as

rich as the upper-middle class or the more empowered
people of the United States. I tend to be a litt1e critical
of that point of view, whether it is film or TV or adver-
tising, or fiction.

PA: t was thinking specifically of TV, the representation of work-
ing people as notvery bright...

RB: Yeah, boobs, doofuses, Beverly Hillbilies, that sort of
thing. Yeatr, it's depressing in a number of ways. First of
alf it's not realistic. Ifs a pipe dream of what working
people are really like. And secondly it's condescending,
dismissive and, therefore, exploitative.

PA: What ore some of the struggles and problems young or new
writers foce when they ore trying to enter this big vast world of
publishing?

RB: It is a struggle, too. I've known it firsthand for

"l feel a heart-breaking sympathy for the men of my family and their dreams
and their frustrations."
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"lt's very important for young writers to remember
that the only thing you can control is your work...
You can't control your career."

many years i. -y own life. There are two things that I
find young writers struggling with as they pass
through their apprenticeship into a full-blown com-

PA: Who do you think are new writers soying something fresh and
saying something competently ond need more of an audience?

RB: Well, you know, it's funny... I'll be 63 years old this
month. When Tennessee Wiliiams was around my age,

Left: Filmmaker Martin Scorsese is slated to produce the HBO
version of Cloudsplitter. Right: Haitian filmmaker Raoul peck.

he was asked who the really good young playwrights
were out there, he said, "Honey, I'm too old to cover the
waterfront." af I stopped teach-
ing sorne yea at disengaged from
writers of a r don,t have a lot of

ney. And there are a whole bunch of writers in their late
else?

cia an
work.

of very strong fiction writers, novelists and storywriters
who are ambitious. E

t'
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Plekhanov and the Origins
of Marxist Cu1tura1 Criticism
ByThomas Riggins

Tl-ri$ year marks the 100th anniver-
saii of the Second Congress of the
Russian Social Democratic Workers
Party. This was the famous Con-
gress where the split between the
Bolsheviks and Mensheviks took
place. Lenin's ideas, of course, won
out at this Congress, and he was
supported by a man who was con-
sidered the "Father of Russian
Marxism" and the founder of the
first Russian Marxist group, The
Liberation of Labor (1883)^ This was
Georgii Valentinovich Plekhanov
(1856-1918).

Although Plekhanov later
switched to the Mensheviks, Lenin
still found him to be an ally on
many issues - at least until 1914
when, like so many others, he
ended up supporting the war. The
passionate politics of those years
now adorn the pages of history
books and live on in the unending
debates and fulminations of the
ultra-left "Marxist" sects, which dot
the university campuses of Western
Europe and the United States.

We have little interest in
Plekhanov as a political leader today,

but his theoretical grasp of Marxism
as a philosophy of liberation is prac-
tically unequaled. Along with Marx,
Engels and Leniry Plekhanov stands
as one of the greatest teachers of
Marxist theory produced by the
working-class movement. The very
term often used to characterize
Marxism as a philosophy - Dialecti-
cal Mqterialism - was coined by
Plekhanov. And Lenin said of his
works: "You cannot hope to become
a real, intelligent Communist with-
out making a study - and I mean
study - of all of Plekhanov's philo-
sophical writings because nothing
better has been written on Marxism
an)'where in the world."

Almost a century later this judg-
ment can still stand. Or can it? Read-
ers should write to PA if they wish to
nominate other works they think
should be right up there with the
"classics." Plekhanov's works stand,
along with the great classics of Marx
and Engels, as some of the clearest,
most popular and easiest to read
introductions to the philosophy of
human liberation.

Some of Plekhanov's most
important and accessible works are

Essays in the History of Materialism,
The Monist View of History, Funda-

mental Problems of Marxism, The

Materialist Conception of History, Art
and Social Life and the essays "The
Role of the hrdividual in History"
and "For the Sixtieth Anniversary of
Hegel's Death." (The Hegel article is
short and an excellent introduction.)

Here are a few of Plekhanov's
formulations of Marxism that have
become well known even if their ori-
gr, in his works is not. He wrote,
"the appearance of Marx's material-
ist philosophy was a genuine revolu-
tioru the greatest revolution known
in the history of human thought."
This shows great party spirit, but
Darwinists might want to at least

claim equal status.
Marxism is a unified worldview

Can we graft other notions onto it?
Can we have "Christian Marxism" or
"Existential Marxism" and so forth?
Plekhanov thinks not. He maintained
that "all aspects of the Marxist world
view are linked together in the dosest
way...and therefore one cannot arbi-
trarily eliminate one of them and
replace it with a set of ideas equally
arbitrarily drawn from a completely
different world view"

Thomas Riggins is book review editor of PA.
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Plekhanov also characterized
Marxist dialectics as the "algebra of
revolutiorf' and held that "dialectical
materialism is a philosophy of action."
This became the basis of the notion of
"the unity of theory and practice" in
later Marxist thought. "After all,"
Plekhanov wrote, "without revolu-
tionary theory there is no revolution-
ary movement in the true sense of the
word.... An idea that is rcvolutionary
in its intemal content is a kind of
dynamite for which no other explo-
sive in the world may be substituted."

Among the many contributions
made to Marxist theory by
Plekhanov was his application of
Marxism to a theory of art. Neither
Marx nor Engels ever devised a the-
ory of art. Nevertheless, it is possi-
ble to deduce an art theory from the
scattered references to art and com-
ments about art and society found
through their works. Plekhanov
was one of the first to come up with
a Marxist theory of the origin and
function of art. Tfuee of his works
are especially important in this
regard: Pundamental Problems 

"fMarxism, Art and Social Life and his
essay "The Role of the Individual in
History."

Plekhanov sees nothing individ-
ualistic in the origin of art. Art arises
from the historical development of a
people or nation. In class-based soci-
eties no school or trend of art can
become popular or successful with-
out representing the interests of
some class or stratum of society.

The term'Dialectical Materialism'

Plekhanov writes:

The depth of any given trend in
literature or art is determined by its
importance for the class or stratum
whose tastes it expresses, and by
the social role of this class or stra-
tum.... in the final analysis every-
thing depends upon the course of
social development and the rela-
tiors of social forces.

It is Plekhanov's view that art is
part of the superstructure of society
that is reared upon the social base,
namely the mode of production. The
production mode gives rise to pro-
duction relations which in capitalism
leads to two great classes, the owners
and workers, and the history of the
society is propelled along by the
struggle between them. This struggle,
in tum, gives rise to social antago-
nisms, contradictions, alienation and
a host of vexing and unsettling events
that disrupt the smooth functioning
of the social whole - so desirable to
the capitalists. The function of art is to
address these problems and present
"solutions" - that is, to emotionally
affect people to struggle or accept-

ance of reality, depending on which
class the art is representative of.

Another important aspect of
Plekhanov's philosophy of art is his
view that since historyz and society
create the problems that art attempts
to resolve, art is consequently itself
a social phenomenon that can be
scientifically studied. In this view,
artists should not be told what to
create and how to create but be left
to their own devices to reflect the
reality they confront.

This view was in conflict with
the historical practice of some social-
ist states in which independent or
individualistic artistic endeavors
were discouraged and artists were
expected to support the policies and
viewpoints of the political leader-
ship. Nothing in the works of Marx
and Engels gives warrant for such
practices in relation to artistic cre-
ation.

In Art and Social Life Plekhanov
does not take sides between the two
opposite views on the nature of art -
the art for art's sake view and the
"utilitarian" view - i.e., the view that
art must serve some socially useful
pupose. Instead, Plekhanov describes
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was coined by Plekhanov.

the type of social environment, his-
torically produced, which gives rise
to one or the other view. Plekhanov
has no interest in telling artists what
they should do - he is only interest-
ed in delineating the types of soci-
eties in which these two outlooks
occur and proCominate. This is what
Plekhanov concludes:

The tendenry of artists and of those

who have a lively interest in art,

toward art for art's sake, arises

when they are in hopeless disaccord

with the social environment in
whicJr they live.

The so-called ufilitarian view of art,

that is to say, the inclination to athib-
ute works of art the sigrLificance of
judgment on the phenomena of life,

and its constant accompaniment of
glad readiness to participate in
social struggles, arises and becomes

stronger wherever a mutual sympa-

thy exists between the individuals
more or less actively interested in
artistic creation and some corsider-
able part of society.

The proper role of the socialist
statg I suggest, on the Plekhanov

model, is to allow the maximum
possible artistic freedom, seeing the
products of artistic creation as refl-
ections of the true feelings and
beliefs of various segments of socie-
ty. In this sense, art works can be
seen as "alienation detectors," on
the one hand, or "support detec-
tors" on the other. To censor artistic
creation and prevent its expression
simply covers ove[, without solving,
the problems in social reality that
art works bring to light.

In a socialist state this creates
needless alienation between the
political and cultural needs of the
people and can lead to the isolation
and estrangement of the political
leadership from its roots in the
masses. One of the advantages of
the concept of "Bill of Rights Social-
ism" is that it provides the lounda-
tions to guarantee the artistic
integrity and freedom of expression
for cultural workers in any future
socialist reorganization of society.

Plekhanov's contribution to the
establishment of a Marxist aesthet-
ic is only one of the many reasons
the reading and continuing study
of his works is still relevant and
important. I
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1. To Marxists, cult
defined is part of:
(a) ttre malerial/ econo
(b) ttre social / cultural

interacting with the material / economic
base

(c) the social/ cultural superstructure
(d) a business like any other
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throughout the McCarthyite years. He
also served as associate editor of Masses
€t Mainstream from its beginningnl94S
to 1952. During those years, he produced
numerous books on American history as
well as on vital issues of the day, ranging
from the war in Korea to the war in Viet-
nam. For many years Aptheker headed
the American Institute for Marxist Stud-
ies. Aptheker was an exemplary Marxist
intellectual, combining scrupulous schol-
arship with unflinching class partisan-
ship.

Aptheker fought every manifestation
of McCarthyism, including appearing at
trials of Communists where he often con-
founded his prosecutors with his knowl-
edge and leaming which most of them
sorely lacked. He not only defended
Communism in his writing, he also ran
for office on the CP ticket. WE.B. Du Bois
chose him as his literary executol, which
meant the editing of Du Bois' volumi-
nous correspondence, as well as his
numerous books and articles spread over
many decades, amounting to some 50
volumes all told.

Aptheker was born in Brooklyn on
]uly 31, 1915. His father was a manufac-
turer in the garment industry. As a young
man he became an organizer for the Food
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"Those who want to understand how the United States

become the nation it is should by all rneans read Herbert
Apth eker's i nte r p retati o n."

and Tobacco Workers Union in the late
1930s. And in1939 the logic of his activi-
ty led him to join the Communist Party, a
step which thousands of others, similarly
motivated, were taking at that time.

Aptheker first aroused academic atten-
tion with the publication of his doctoral
thesis, which became American Negro
Slaae Reuolts (1943). Controversy greeted
the publication of this book, which
attacked the prevailing historical notion
that the slaves had passively accepted
slavery. From this beginning n 7943
through all the ensuing decades there
was hardly an issue concerning life in the
USA - and the world - that he did not
comment ory chiefly through his column
"Ideas in Our Time" for Political Affairs.

But he did not confine his writings to a
monthly comment. He continued to pro-
duce pamphlets and books, which cov-
ered a wide variety of political and
cultural subjects. Altogether he pub-
lished some 50 books and pamphlets,
which played a significant role in shap-
ing and promoting Marxism. In this he
very much resembled the editor of the
British Labour Monthly, R. Palme Dutt,
whom he greatly admired.

As a committed Marxist, Aptheker
chose the field of history on which to do
battle. He critiqued the then current his-
torical scholarship and prejudices of his-
torians, particularly those who denied
that such a thing as history could really
objectively and scientifically exist. "The
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dominant historical profession of the
1930s through the 7950s," he wrote in a

paper delivered at a national history con-
ference held at Mirmesota's Moorehead
State College in November 1971, "was a

dose{ intensely conservative, lily-white,
anti-Semitic bulwark and reflection of the
ruling class." He went on to say:

When in the 1930s a handful of mav-
ericks called attention to the fact that
only white people (and almost always

white)delivered papers or held office, or
conducted key joumals or held profes-

sorship+ we were heated as pariahs.

Spurred by the dramatic collapse of
capitalism n1929 and the rise of the fas-

cist menace in Europe and the US, scholars
of conscience felt impelled to re-examine
every assumption hitherto made about
our own history. So thoroughgoing was
this reexamination that it was possible to
say in the middle 1930s that the Marxist
approach to history had gained the upper
hand sdrolastically
speaking. Much of
this was due to his-
torians likeApthek-
er who solved one
of the key accusa-
tions launched
against the Marxist
approach - parti-
sanship:

IMarxist histori-
ansl have decid-
ed, rightly I think,
that this is the
meaning and pur-
pose of scholar-
ship - that parti-
sanship on the
side of the
oppressed and
exploited is the

- W.E.B. Du Bois

way to overcome the apparent dilem-
ma of objectivity. That the degree to
wl-rich one identifies with the
oppressed, to that degree he has identi-
fied with the forces of justice, and such

identity is the way toward objectivity.

All the more so, as Aptheker saw it,
institutions of higher learning have
been exclusionary, have been bastions
of the status quo and have been Perme-
ated by ugly class, religious, and above
all, racial prejudices. And they have
permitted themselves to become servi-
tors of the rich and bulwarks of the mil-
itary-industrial complex.

In
Euro
Com
life, he enjoyed friendly relations with the

Communist Party and its leadership. He
was a reader of Politicnl Affairs and con-
tributed to its fund drives. His rigorous
scholarship and fighting spirit serve as an

ir-rspiratiory and willbe missed. I
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By Melissa Chadburn

The morning of March
5th, I threw on my big
cammy fatigues that I
used to wear for bomb-
ing* because of all the
hidden pockets.' Walk-
i^g out the door, I

grabbed a large papier mAch6 book,
the title reading, "Books Not
Bombs," and headed toward Man-
hattan's Hunter College for an
interview with Good Dny New York.

The sky slowly took on an ambrosia
haze as the rain beat down. On the
corners and streets, people began to
converge everywhere. Through the
halls, kids in oversized pants
sr.t ished and hollered, "Yo ma,
Cood Day New York, 'Books Not
Bombsl"' I smiled and looked on as

a young African woman declared,
fist in air, "It's time for a revolu-
tion!" She had not worked so long
and hard to go to school just to get
her tuition raisedl

in her pause, I felt the thumping
of a familiar beat and saw a small

crowd collecting around the comer.
There it was, the ghetto-blaster and
young men in velour "breaking." I
couldn't believe it. I felt so nostalgic.
(Breaking is a style of dance made
popular in the 1980s.) I thought I had
gone through a time warp. But then
again I had that same feeling about
going to war with Iraq. I had that
same feeling when a Bush came into
the presidency. I got that same feel-
ing when I looked out at my students
and saw that same sense of disparity
as they were newly required to say
the pledge of allegiance.

Listening to people accuse today's
generation of being devoid of culture
or out of touch with today's politics,
I can't help but immediately think of
hip hop culture and question how
they missed it. Today's political and
economic climate is so similar io that
of the height of hip hop, I've been
kind of bracing myself to see what
working-class subculture will grow
from it. Now I realize it's actually hip
hop reborn.

In her newly rele;rsed book, Nezu

York Ricans From the Hip Hop Zone,

f{aquel Z. Rivera points out the eco-
nomic conditions that caused hip
hop to arise. She writes:

Early Puerto Rican and Afro-
Caribbean and Black American hip
hop artists transformed obsolete
vocational skills from marginal
occupations into raw materials for
creativity and resistance.... Hip hop
culture was bom out of material
deprivatiory in the midst of dwin-
dling income, educational access

and job opportunities.

Rivera discusses not only the
Puerto Rican presence in hip hop
but also touches upon its power to
get young working-class people to
unite. One reason I am so nostalgic
about hip hop is because it caused a

sense of awareness among African
Americans, preaching educational
and nationalistic rhymes. I also saw
another way to fight or settle dis-
putes through "battling" - what
better way to take out your aggres-
sions than dance or graffiti art?

Netu York Ricans From the Hip Hop
Zone primarily focuses on the Puer-
to Itican presence in hip hop since
its inception. Often hip hop is asso-

ciated strictly with African Ameri-
cans and ignores the African
diaspora in its entirety. Rivera
points out the socio-economic com-

' bombing refers to grafitti painting

Melissa Chadburn is a YCL member and low student.
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"Yeah there were turf battles, bloodshed even, but the stronger move was unity.We dated each

other,ate in each other's kitchens,ware the same gear,had the same local hero,spoke the same

hip language of the barrio in the neighborhood, understood in diverse flavors the philasophy of
the cool and what it had to do with survival." - Sekou Sundiata

monalities among African Ameri-
cans and darker-skinned Puerto
Ricans especially in the South Bronx
(the birthplace of American hip
hop). Not only did they speak the
same slang, Iive in the same neigh-
borhood, undergo the same discrim-
ination from the cops, but their roots
reflect the same rhythms in their
music and dance. Howeve4, it was
Puerto Ricans that often got charged
with "trying to be Black."

Even the music was character-
izedby the features that both Puer-
to Ricans and Black Americans are
often charged with. The mass mar-
keting of hip hop has had much to
do with the exoticization of dark
ghetto "virility" as a temporary dis-
traction from "white" suburban
monotony. The ways in which
breaking tended to be described
(" natut a1," "instinctive, " " yibtant,"
" gritty," " dyrramic" and "exciting")
bring to mind clich6 exoticizations
of the ghetto, particularly Black
ghetto as primeval, exciting, dan-
gerous, mysterious and cool. Break-

ing's magic resjded in its purported
primitive simplicity.

Aside from addressing obvious
class and economic issues that
are/were prevalent in society, one of
the most impor"tant features of this
book is that it was initially written as

a thesis and discusses hip hop from
an educational perspective, legit-
imizing hip hop as an academic sub-
ject. As an educator and a student I
find this a significant step toward
advancement for struggling stu-
dents. One of the most renowned
educational philosophers, Paulo
Freire, explains the importance of
teaching in terms that others can
grasp or relate to. Freire articulates
that "the raising of critical conscious-
ness in people who have been
oppressed is a first step in helping
them to obtain critical literary and,
ultimately, Liberation from oppres-
sive ideologies." I myself have had
14 to 77-year-old students who per-
formed at or beiow a second-grade
levef never read a book in their: lives,
but witnessed their capacity to read

Vibe magaztne from cover to cover.

I'11 never forget walking into a

classroom of 20 or so juvenile offend-
ers in Van Nuys, Califon-Lia. They
were screaming, throwir-rg paper;
laughing, intimidating each other and
trying to intimidate me, but waiting
to see what I was going to do. I took a
deep breath, tumed to the chalkboard
and urrote "Hip Hop," then i asked,
"Who can tell me what the nine ele-

ments of hip hop are?" Suddenly a

dozen kids who usually used school
as an excuse to fight, sleep or other-
wise cause trouble because they were
either overwhelmed or patronized by
the curriculum, were vying for a

chance to be called upon.
Today several post-secondary

schools across the nation do teach
hip hop as a subject. Now, Rivera
proceeds to advance this trend by
introducing it as more formal acade-
mia among university students and
professors, making her book an
invaluable contribution both to the
Puerto Rican community as weli as

the academic community. L
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Book Review

lsroel/Palestine: How to End the War of 1948
Tanya Reinhart, New York, Seven Stories, 2002.

Reviewed by Peggy Powell Dobbins

ii

label the foundation of Israel by driv-
ing half the Palestinian population
from their homeland as ethnic
cleansing, which she is also willing to
admit she "could probably live
with...had Israel stopped therg in
1948. As an Israeli, I grew up believ-
ing that this primal sin our state was
founded on may be forgiven one day
because the founders' generation
was driven by the faith that this was
the only way to save the |ewish peo-
ple from the danger of another holo-
caust."

Thus the reader who grew up
believing the same welcomes Rein-
hart's chronology of events - sur-
rounding and since the Oslo
agreements of 7994 - that brought
her to the conviction that "there can
be no question as to the legitimacy of
the Palestinian armed struggle."
Reinhart continues:

In the present uprising - unlike
the first Intifada - the Palestiniaru
have resorted to using arms. But
during its first days, shooting was
only sporadic, and most of Israel's
military arsenal was used against
civilian demonstrators, funeral
goers and stone-throwing crowds...
Palestinian use of arms escalated

gradually in response to Israel's
escalation of armed oppression. By
moving tanks and forces into dense-

ly populated areas, Israel provoked
armed exchanges and pushed more
desperate people into a suicidal
clash between unequal sides.

It is the sentence that follows this

descriptiory "The easy
way to exterminate a
weak nation has always
been to drag it into a
hopeless wa-q," and her
systematic documenta-
tion of it, that makes
Reinharfs book so terri-
fyi"gly timely. For exam-
ple, she quotes a March
1982 memo from then Major General
Ehud Barak, head of Israel Defense
Forces Planning Division, to then
Minister of Defense Ariel Sharon.
Leaked to the newspapet Barak's
memo proposed to Sharon:

At the moment there is no
national consensus for an operation
against the Syrians, except where
the terrorists are concemed - which
under certain circumstances, such
as a multi-casualty terrorist shike ...
might lead to consensus. [Toward
this endl the necessary ffiastuc-
hrre and plans be prepared for a

swift operatiorl 1967 style, against
Syri4 that will develop through a

rapid chain of events - a terrorist
attack, a strike on terrorists... and a

quick escalatiorq suqprising the Syr-
ians and the Americars, but not
ourselves, into a comprehensive
strike against the Syrians.

The title of Reinhart's book,
lsrnellPalestine: How to End the War of
1948, is misleading. She did not sit
down to pen a how-to-end-war
primer. She wanted to sound an
alarm by revealing - to those of us
not embedded in Israeli society - that
completing the "unfinished business
of the 7948 wal' has become the
dominant theme in lsraeli discourse
since Sharon forcibly entered the Al

Marwani Mosque Sep-
tember 28,2000. "How
to end the war of 7948"
is thus a code for a strat-
egy to provoke suicidal
resistance in order to
legitimize extreme reac-

tions, ending with
"mass evacuation of the
Palestinian residents as

happened in7948."
This "may seem far-fetched,"

Reinhart wrote a year ago. "A full-
scale evacuation with masses of
refugees would not be simple to
carry out, even in the current climate
of the US global war on terrorism.
The only way it could become feasi-
ble is under the umbrella of an exten-
sive regional war. Howeveq," she
noted then, "some evidence actually
suggests Israel has been preparing
for such a war and is awaiting US
approval." She cites aHa'aretz report
that Major General Uzi Dayan, an
Israeli delegate to the UN, "identified
what he called the appropriate tar-
gets for the next stage of the global
campaign: 'The Iran, Iraq and Syria
triangle, all veteran supporters of ter-
ror developing weapons of mass
destruction.' [Dayan] said that'they
must be conJronted as soon as possi-
ble and that is also understood in the
United States."' The contingency
repeatedly specified was US
approval in the context of a region-
wide war.

This review originally dealt only
with Reinhart's documentation of
the existence of Israeli contingenry
plans to legitimize invading Syria
and what, with all its unspeakable
implications, would have to be
labeled " a fnaT solution to the jewish
state's Palestinian problem." With
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Non-fiction

the US invading Iraq and threatening
Syria it did not seem so important to
cover Reinharfs analysis of the Oslo
agreement of 1994 and the collapse of
the Camp David Summit of ]uly
2000.

The appearance of an April 15,

2003letter to the editor of ilte Atlanta
Constitution, howeve4, mandated the
following addendum.

The lettet, signed Shelly Rose,
associate director of the Anti-
Defamation LeagUe objected to
columnist |ay Bookman's examina-
tion of US financial support for
Israeli expansions of settlements on
the West Bank in violation of UN res-
olutions. "Bookman is off targe!"
wrote Rose. "It is ongoing Palestin-
ian violence, not Israeli settlement
activity that remains the primary
obstade to the resumption of peace
negotiations. hrdee4 at Camp David
in ]uly 200Q the Prime Minister Ehud
Barak offered to re-deploy and
uproot settlements from up to 95 per-
cent of the West Bank and 100 per-
cent of the Gaza Strip. Settlements in
the remaining 5 percent of the West
Bank - where the majority of the set-
tler population lives - would be
annexed to lsrael. The Palestinians
refused to even discuss this offer and
tumed to violence."

"This version of history, the con-
stant repetition [of which] has given
it the status of objective truth in
many people's minds" Reinhart
painstakingly uruavels in her second
chapter, She notes Israeli press com-
plaints at the time that there was no
official documentation that Barak
had in fact offered what officials
leaked to the press that he had
offered.

Reinhart then examines what

Barak was willing to offel based on a
document known as the Beilin-Abu
Mazen understanding. This under-
standing was preflrnably cornpleted
after extensive negotiations and
approved by Arafat in the last week
of October 1995, days before Prime
Minister Rabin was assassinated. The
map describing the Beilin-Abu
Mazen understanding, which Barak
took to Camp David, is the only map
from Camp David. From the map,
the Beilin plan and the Barak leaks to
the Israeli press, Reinhart concludes
that the Beilin-Abu Mazen and Barak
proposals intended to keep the situa-
tion as is. The PalestinianlAuthority
could make a declaration of sover-
eignty as a victory, even be allowed
to "declare a state." Israel would
annex 10 percent of the West Bank,
leaving the Palestinian state with 90

percent of the land. Of that 90 per-
cent, 40 percent is a) land where |ews
who choose to remain under Pales-
tinian sovereignty remain with the
roads connecting them to each other
and Israel secured by the Israeli army
(with the West Bank now in three

cantons, further divided into smaller
enclaves); or b) the Jordan valley and
its Israeli settlements. The region
would remain under Israeli security
for 10-25 years. Lr other words, Barak
offered what he knew the Palestinian
Authority could only refuse and con-
tinue the Intifada, providing the
excuse for continued Israeli occupa-
tion.

Reinhart is a linguist who does not
pretend tobe a Marxist. Readers who
are not Marfsts may be misled by
the title. Reinhart doesn't address
issues such as the economic interests
pitting Arab and Jewish guerillas
against each other in 1948 when the
British occupation of Palestine offi-
cially ended and Israel was born; the
ensuing international dass struggle,
or the scramble for oil and profits.
These are issues that must be
addressed if humans are to parry
and block the march already under-
wayby the US and British militarists
up the path of war and fascism to
protect the value of certain capital
accumulations. I

TheNewRedNegro:
fhe Literary Left ond African American Poetry,1930-1946
James Edward Smethurst, New York: Oxford University Press, 1 999.

Reviewed by Joel Wendland

A study of the diversity and complexity of African
American poetry during the 1930s and 7940s,

ro compellingly and subtly
long-neglected period and

s particulal, though not
ican American poets close-
rs of the Communist Party

during its "Popular Front'' period. Smethurst addresses
the relationship to the Communist left of African Amer-
ican poets such as Sterling Brown, Langston Hughes,
Richard Wrighi Gwendolyrr Brooks, Lury Mae Turne4,
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Book Review

Ida Gerding Athens, Waring Cuney,
Countee Cullen, Frank Marshall
Davis and Margaret Walker. These
poets attempted to blend "a revolu-
tionary black nationalism with a sort
of working-class integrationism with-
in an intemationalist framework."

logue reflecting the ideological, geo
graphic and class diversity of its
creators, that transformed African
American letters, as well as US litera-
tute more generally.

Smethurst's ability to illuminate
the intemal messages, dialogic con-
flicts and choruses, measures and
aesthetics of African American work-
ing-dass poetry establishes the quali-
ty of this book. Thoughtfut and
complo; though carefully argued so
as not to test a reader's patience, this
book demonstrates the poetic forg g
of community, resistance to exploita-
tion and a folk aesthetic that invoked
and reflected Black lifestyles, thought
patterns and cultural habits.
Smethurst shows that despite dis-
agreements over specific forms and
subject mattdq, the poets of this peri-
od agreed on the necessity "of the
survival of African Americans as a
community being the main form of
resistance to racial oppression."

Part of this representation of com-
munity included critiques of mass
commercial culture and the coopta-
tion of Black cultffe as a commodity,
as well as the social alienation and
institutional and systematic oppres-
sion of African Americans. As a
whole, these poets-as-critics sought
to represent the possibility of com-
munity participation in the making of
a vital culture, as well as reflec!
their own authentic originality in

that culture.
There are two poets that stand

out in this excellent study. Sterling
Brown and Gwendolyn Brooks
rarely receive the attention in the
academy they deserve except by
those few scholars who study
poets on the left and those who
focus specifically on 20th century
Black poets. And when these poets
are studied, their relationships to

. the Communist Party (as activists,
members and supporters) are usu-
ally ignored. Smethurst's point
isn't just to demonstrate that these
poets were Communists and pro-
duced quality poetry, but that the
specific political formation of the
Left in this period had a profound
affect on the way they wrote, the
subject matter they chose and how
they viewed the process of writing.
Working-class ideology, interna-
tionalism, resistance to conformity,
celebrations of folk culture and col-
lective struggle infused African
Americanpoetry in this period with
brilliant new discourses, images,
ironies, voices and characters.

Brown, most well-known for his
volume of poems titled Southern
Road (7932), began his career in the
early 1930s and challenged what
he saw as the high-brow culture
usually intoned by the leading
intellectuals associated with the
Harlem Renaissance. He accused
them of ignoring the "Negro mass-
es" in favor of what another
African American writer and
activist, William Patterson, would
call the "aspirations of the rising
petty bourgeoisie." Brown's own
view of poetry's special role was to
record, reflect and reimagine the
fragmentation of social life (espe-
cially intensified for African Amer-

icans) under capitalism into a new
broad unity of humanity. Even
more specifically, this anti-capital-
ist and internationalist vision was
punctuated by the specific vision
of a unity based in an authentic
African American national identity
and culture. His vision of commu-
nity came at the especially difficult
times marked by the economic cri-
sis of the Great Depression and the
geographical dislocation of the
Great Migration.

Coming at the close of the peri-
od in Smethurst's study, Brooks'
collection of poems, A Street in
Bronzeaille (7945), documents the
results of the Great Migration,
focusing on the segregated Black
community in Chicago's historic
South Side. Simultaneously intense-
ly personal, floridly descriptive and
fundamentally political, Brooks'
poetry conversed with, echoed and
spoke back to other poets, African
Americans, workers and women,
and successfully invented and man-
aged complex representations of a

diverse social geography.
Smethurst states that Brooks' work,
sometimes Whitmanesque, some-
times Shakespearean and usually
quite original, challenged African
American subjectivity, as well as

community, in the search for space
free of total colonization by the
commodity fetishism of capitalism
and the enticing "beauty" of
oppressive whiteness.

This book also contains a chap-
ter-length account of the develop-
ment and complexity of the
Communist Party's positions on the
national question that is well worth
scrutiny and discussion. I
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Fiction

Poltern Recognition
Williom Gibson, New York: Putnam Pubtishing, 2003.

Reviewed by Simone Silas

awkward
in its effort
to appear
"cool,"
While sear-
ing in its
display of the barrenness of corpo-
rate culture, Pattern Recognition
reserves its sharpest barbs for gratu-
itous attacks on the fortner Soviet
Union and socialism. Here the read-
er is treated to the usual clich6s
about the gray drabness of Soviet life
and the clumshess of its efforts at art
and architecture. The socialist exper-
iment, a decade after its collapse and
in the middle of the ravages of Russ-
ian gangster capitalism, is treated as
an aberration and affront. In one
telling phrase, Lenin is said to have
told the absolute truth about capital-
ism and an absolute lie about Com-
munism.

Thus, unfortunately one sees in
Pnttern Recognition's crude, stereo-
typical and unnuanced portrayals of
socialist life and in its plague-on-
both-your-houses condemnations,
the same old bourgeois pattern. I

The Bondwomdns Norrative: A Novel
Honnoh Ooftt New YorkWarner Books, 2002

Edited by Henry Louis Gates,Jr.

tiae.Tlis book gives an unusual and

gripping view of an aspect of our
country's history.

The handwrittery previously
unpublished original manuscript
was purchased at auction by Profes-
sor Henry Louis Gates, ]r., chair of
Harvard's Afro-American Studies
Department, Evidence points to its
being the fust novel ever written by
anAJricanAmerican. It relates the life
in bondage of one Hanna Crafts and
her harrowing escape from slavery
and is believed to be autobiographi-
cal. Gates has attempted to verify
Crafts in public records, but to date,
no definitive individual has been
found. It is possible that the book was
written under a pseudonym. Howev-
e4 Gates writes:

While we may not be certain of her
name, we do know who Hannah
Crafb is, that is, we know the central
and defining facts about her life: that
she was female, mulatto, a slave of
]ohn Fiill Wheeler's, an autodidact
and a keen observer of the dynamics
of slave life. Hannah Crafts has

given us a black sentimental man-
ner. We have ther; in this book, the
unique observances and commen-
tary of a slave and the rare opporhr-
nity to see into her soul.

Gates supplies ample notes in his
introduction, and in various appen-
dices chronicles
the authentica-
tion process the
manuscript was
subjected to.
These additions
are as interesting
and as engaging
as the novel
itself. Evidence
points to the

espionage and mystery set in the
world of high-finance advertising.

Casey Pollard, the heroine of Gib-
son's most recent work, is the
daughter of an ex-CIA spook once
deployed in the former USS& who
goes missing the morning of Sep-
tember 11th, 2001, (a bit of useless
information curiously dropped and
dangled, but by book's end never
resolved). The younger Pollard, a
presumably highly paid contingent
wor
has
out
advertising ploys will work and
hires herself out to the highest bid-
der. She is employed by a transna-
tional based in Britain to uncover the
source of mysterious film footage
that appears on the lntemet, creating
a worldwide stir. Ad execs are duly
impressed by the finesse of not only
the footage, but also the methods uti-
lizrd- by the distributors and seek to
leam the maker's idortity.

Pollard's quest to uncover the source

and Russian mafiosos.
As events unfold, Gibson pro-

vides a sharp critique of corporate
culture and the devices and ploys of
marketing. The story, howeveq,
while fast-moving, is. clumsily
wrought and the writing at times is
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Have I succeeded in portraying any of the particular features of that institution
whose curse rests over the fairest land the sun shines upon?

- Hannah Crafts

time period it was written as 1853-
1861. Appendix A is an authentica-
tion report by Ioe Nickell,
investigator and historic document
examiner which indudes results of
his scientific analysis of the paper,
pen and ink used in writing, as well
as an analysis of the handwriting and
details of the provenance. Regarding
the text Nickell states that "the narra-
tive is not that of an unread person....
The admixture of good vocabulary
skills and occasional poor spelling
would seem consistent with someone
who had struggled to leam."

Lr the novel, Crafts, as a young
slave, is befriended by a white Chris-
tian couple who, seeing her struggle
to make sense of the written word,
teach her to rea4 and allow he1, dur-
ing surreptitious visits to their home,
the use of their library. This relation-
ship with the couple is probably
autobiographical and would account
for the author's literary.

Gates points to the-author's relat-
ing of historic events, portrayal of
individuals and geographic refer-
ences that indicate further the auto-
biographical nature of the novel,
and its basis in events of the 1850s.
This introduction also points out
that several novels were written
about slavery by whites in the same
period, in which they attempted to
portray themselves as slaves and
were later found out. An important
difference in Crafts' novel is that
she does not immediately identify
the characters she writes about by
race, which separates her from
whites trying to write as if they had
been or were slaves. This character-
istic of her writing gives further evi-

dence to her identity as truly a
slave, truly African American.
According to the introductiory her
narrative of the escape route she
took to freedom would have been
one that only escaping slaves
would have been familiar with.
Gates writes further in the introduc-
tion, one thing seems certain: the
person who wrote this book knew
John Hill Wheeler and his wife per-
sonally, hated them both for their
pro-slavery feelings and their
racism, and wanted to leave a
record of their hatred for posterity.
Gates also comments on the biutal-
ity of slavery conveyed by Crafts'
narrative, further authenticating the
author's familiarity with that insti-
tution.

Replete with pathos, intrigue and
excitement, the narrative itself
relates the horrors of slavery.
Hanna Crafts starts with the very
essence of slavery's destruction of
family ties and the ties between
child and parent:

I was not brought up by any-
body in particular that I know of...
No one seemed to care for me till I
was able to work... Of my relatives
I knew nothing. No one ever spoke
of my father or mother...

Of her elderly master and his
cruelty, Crafts writes:

The servants all knew the histo-
ry of that tree. It had not been con-
cealed from them that a wild and
weird influence was supposed to
belong to it. Planted by Sir Clif-
ford, it had grown and flourished

exceedingly under his manage-
ment. But the stern old man was a
hard master to his slaves and few
in our days could be so cruel,
while the linden was chosen as the
scene where the tortures and pun-
ishments were inflicted, many a

time had its roots been manured
with human blood.

She continues with graphic
descriptions of torture. Her final
owner, Henry Hill Wheeler, from
whom she finally makes her escape
to freedom in the North, attempts to
pair her with a male slave for whom
she has no love or affection. It is the
prospect of this forced marriage
that is the catalyst for her escape.

Crafts' style of writing is that of a
nineteenth century romantic. One
can sense a comfort with the style,
even if she had not entirely mas-
tered it. It indicates a familiarity
with novels of the era and inspira-
tion from them. One can therefore
understand any shortcomings in lit-
erary style and executiory given the
circumstances of the author.

The text is replete with biblical
references and the character of Han-
nah Crafts exhibits a strong faith in
Christianity. Each chapter begins
with a quote from the Bible, and it is
referred to and quoted several
places in the text. A highly moral
and upstanding person, Crafts
often analyzes her actions and their
effect on others. Early in her life, she
came to the conscious decision to
live as moral and righteous a life as
possible.

Gates presents the text as writtery
with words, phrases and sentences
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crossed out, just as the author did.
Thus, the reader has some idea of
the writing process of Crafts. The
original spelling has been retained"
Gates indicates that some punctua-
tion has been added to make it more
readable.

In her preface, Crafts writes:

I ask myself for the hundredth
time How will such a literary ven-
ture, coming from a sphere so

humble be received? Have I suc-
ceeded in portraying any of the
peculiar features of that institution
whose curse rests over the fairest
land the sun shines upon?

Indeed, this book is of monumen-
tal importance to the United States
and the world. It is more than fortu-
nate that Gates has brought this
book to the fore, both for its historic
and literary value and for the
insights it gives into slave life in
19th century United States. It opens
intriguing possibilities for further
research, not the least of which
might be finding some authentic
record of the author. r
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ollectivos Chat:
A Local View of Globalization

byHaily Zqki

"Globalization is an exceptionally abstract concept to convey to the
general public," said Alan Greenspan to The Globalist in 2001. "Most od

those who protest a'gainst globalizatiorr, though presumably driven by a
desire to foster a better global society --. hotd misperceptions about how
markets work - and how to inte{pretmarket outoomes."

Fenrando Garcia Va1des and Eugenio Cordero Flores areboth allectiw
drivers in Olrnu{ a small village one hour northeast of the port city of
Vaiparaiso Chile, Collectivos are set-fare taxis that travel along setroutes.
Faster than buses and cheaper than taxis, they have become an integral
part of the Chilean transportation system. Although Gareia and Cordero
are not officially trained to analyze and inteqpret rnarket outcomes, they
are on the forefront of globalization in Chile and among the very fust to
experience its real effects.

Garcia is in his late thirties. FIe studied agriculture in university and
worked in tourism until five months ago when he was laid off; To make
ends meet, he took a job as a collectivo driver. "It is not m1r 6;p66 iob," h€
explains, "but I earn enough to support my wife and two clildren.l make
200000 pesos ($300) per month, I do this only as an aI:emative until I find
something better."

Cordero is rough$ the same age and the two men ar€ friends. "I have
worked all my life," he says proudly. FIe explains that he enjoys drivihg a

collectivo in comparison to his first job, loading and unloading stones
from the riveibed for road building. "I don t get blisters on my hands any-
more," he jokes.

Both men ale worried. In the days leading up to the "Showdorarn in kaq ' (as

CNN perliterfor
thefu "Thisis*le
worst tr have ever seen it. Gas has never been this expensive. Tte people who are

rnost affected by this are the middle class."
As gas prices roser so did bus fares and the price of such foodstaples as

bread and potatoes. Many Chileans were forced to change their daily
lifestyle, "We are already working as much as we carq" says Cordero. "We



LEFT: Chilean railroad workers. Credit: Lois Real

ABOVE: Collectiva waiting to pick up possengers.

cannot work more. With gas so higtu we just eam lesg so
my wife does not drive the car anymore and my brother
does not drive to work anymore. We pay more for bread
and they ride the bus."

In the past, such spikes in the price of gas were soft-
ened by government subsidies, but the cumulative effect
of the global economic slump has drained the govern-
ment coffers. "The government used to subsidize the
cost of petrof" explains Garcia, "but now there is no
more money left."

Garcia believes thlt President Lagos has honestly
tried to improve the economic situationbut is not certain
that a free trade agreement with the United States is nec-
essarily the solution. "Already Lagos must deal with
problems from the right. People who have money in
Chile are right-wing and they do not like Lagos because
he is a socialist. L:rstead of investing in their country
now, they are waiting for a right-wing government."

Since the highest20 perterrt of the popuJationin Chile hold
over 61 percent of rntional income, whereas the lowest 20 per-

crent of the popuJation hold only 3.5 perten! Gar-
cfia's analysis may notbe too far ft,rom the truth. 'ff
this continues and these businessmsr make deals
with Americans, I dor{t know that the govemment
willbe able to control anythirlg an).nnore. \A/ho will
pnrtect us - the people *ho ion't have money?"
asks Garria.

Garcia vocalizes the same concerns as many
globalization critics. They fear that the pre-
dominance of market forces will cause a gen-
eral weakening of the state, as governments all
over the developing world are exhorted to
become more flexible and more competitive.

By definitioru globalization involves the
increasing interaction of the world's peoples

through their national economic systems. In theory, the
trend of increasing integration of economies, in terms of
not only goods and services but ideas, information and
technology - has tremendous potential benefits for
developing countries. Simply stated, open and free trade
between countries breathes new life into stagnant
economies, provides new markets for already developed

economies and promises individuals in developing
nations higher standards of living and more opportuni-
ties.

The reality of globalization is quite different however.
As markets are captured by multinational corporations,
governments become spokesmen of economic forces,
rather than protecting their population against these
forces. The fact that 500 corporations cor-rtrol 70 percent
of total world trade and six of these control 100 percent
of world trade in the staple grains of rice, wheat and
maize only goes to reinforce critics' concerns.

The dirdct result of this lack of governance is a gen-
eral lack of confidence in government policies and a

sense of disempowerment among those whom the
global system fails to protect, people like Garcia and
Cordero. Their sense of disempowerment is likely to
increase once the free trade agreement is signed.

Despite its geographic isolation, as the sole remaining
member of the South American ABC grouping (with
Argentina and Brazil plagued by economic and political
instability), Chile is on the brink of signing a free trade
agreement with the United States after two long years
and 14 rounds of bilateral negotiations.

Free trade agreements howeve{, do not ensure free trade.
With one side ler,ying all the restrictiorl and the other mak-
i.g rll the adjustmentq free trade is hardly fair trade.

Once they enter into the agreement, Chile, like many
other countries, will be engaged in a race to the bottom
as it is forced to shoulder the costs in order to attract the
foreign investment it so desperately needs. But even
increased foreign investment does not promise to pro-
vide steady employment for Chileans.

"Even if you have a job, you can never be secure.
Things are different now, Even though the unions used
to be so strong and they improved the conditions for the
worke4, now they have no powe4" explains Garcia.
"Companies can just close down from one day to the
next. Many people must do odd jobs to survive, like sell-
ing sandwiches or driving collectivos," says Cordero,
glancing at his friend.

Economies are now based on smaller and more flexible
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Federal Reserve Chair Alan Greenspan says that people who aren,t
qualified economists have nothing to say about globalization.

The US-Chile trade agreement promises to be another
asymmetric deal where the North insists on the South

,

tries will take precedence over all else and Chile coulj
risk its political autonomy.

Even though Greenspan himself admits that ,,the best

possibility of that ever happening. In the same interview
withThe Globnlist, Creenspan also admitted that ,,Amer-
ican trade I essentially
adversarial I

tion where i:.: i"T:
of assistance to the rest of the world but to the detriment
of the US."

oes it matter that my son can
king a simple living is more
Carcia. I
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By Mary Franke

To Mars
in the United States

space program
has a little exploring car
called a rover
called Sojourner
after Sojourner Truth

I see her face in my mind,
brov,n and unsentimentally female
I see her with Harriet Tubman, pistol gleaming
this woman who sided with those who
stole property
from honest families
this later-day hera, a kali
this terrorist of another time
who if she lived in Somalia or
Afghanistan or a Thai brothel
would not be so honored

who if she sought
to liberate Arab-Americans
or African-Americans
from "detention" or poverty
would be shot on sight,
you hear that.
shot on sight just like her sisters
Angela Davis or Winnie Mandela or Andrea Reedy

in their haydays, hey
you with your heroes of space,

her, who if she sought subversively
to directly end enslaved labor
or nuclear obliteration on this planet
given the 6o% convictio
rate for women in federal court
compared to zo% for men
her name would be cut offafter the first note
and never be heard again
on Niars

I
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